
INSTRUCTIONS - BRS RO/DI SYSTEMS
4 Stage RO Drinking Water     

75 GPD Dow Filtmtec Membrane

Red Intake, Black Waste Water
and Blue Output Tubing

Purtrex 5 Micron 
Depth Sediment Filter

MATRIKX CTO 5 Micron
Carbon Block

MATRIKX CTO PLUS 
0.6 Micron Carbon Block

RECOMMENDED ITEM:
Tube Cutter

Omnipure Inline Carbon Block

Silver Air Gap Faucet

3.2 Gallon 
Pressurized Tank

Automatic Shut Off Valve
Flow Restrictor

Top View

Please make sure all parts are included and undamaged.  
If a part is found missing or damaged, please contact our customer service department. LIFETIME

Replacement Filter Kit: 
4 Stage RO Drinking Water (SKU 200107)

RO Tank Valve

Mur-lok Tee Union RO Tubing

©2013 Bulk Reef Supplybulkreefsupply.com

FAQs
Q: Is it normal for TDS to be higher when the system is first turned on? 

A: Yes, this is called “TDS creep” and normal on all RO systems.  Please allow the RO system to run for 10 minutes before testing TDS. 

Q: Is it okay to leave water in the canisters between uses? 

A: Yes, it is advised to keep them wet between uses and to store in a cool, dark location.

PARTS BAG INCLUDES:

Drain Saddle Clamp

EZ Angle Stop Adapter

Inline Ball Valve

Filter Wrench

Kitchen Faucet 
Diverter ValveGarden Hose/Utility Sink 

Adapter

Self-piercing 
Saddle Valve



1 TURN THE WATER SUPPLY TO THE CONNECTION POINT OFF

2 CHOOSE AND INSTALL YOUR CONNECTOR/ADAPTER

NON-PERMANENT

Garden Hose/Utility Sink Adapter

Thread onto a hose, laundry/utility sink 
faucet or fittings with similar threads. 

Provides a quick connect fitting for the 
RO/DI tubing.

Great option for quick installation.

NON-PERMANENT

Kitchen Faucet Diverter Valve

Attaches easily to the majority of kitchen sink 
faucets. If faucet has a different thread, 
inexpensive thread adapters are available at 
most hardware stores. 

Easy installation. Diverter has built in valve to switch between 
faucet use and sending water to RO system. 

Hose to fitting connection is made by sliding the tubing over 
the barbed connection on the kitchen faucet diverter.

3 INSTALL YOUR FAUCET

The Air Gap Faucet requires a ⅞” hole.  If your sink has a sprayer it 
is possible you may be able to remove it and mount the faucet in 
the same hole. If you need to drill a hole make sure to check for any 
obstructions underneath the sink and to use the proper tools for the 
material you are drilling.  You will need enough room under the faucet 
to connect the waste water lines as well as the drinking water line.  
Consult the instructions for the Air Gap Faucet on the faucet box for 
specific instructions about installing the faucet and connecting the 
product water line (BLUE line).

Connect the ¼” waste water (BLACK line) from the RO unit to the 
¼” barb fitting on the faucet.

Use the included ⅜” black tubing to connect the ⅜” barb on the faucet 
to the drain saddle clamp.

It is normal for the air gap faucet to make a hissing or gurgling sound 
when the RO unit is running.  This is not a malfunction but rather a 
feature.  The faucet is designed to break a siphon at the highest point 
in the event of a sewer backup to try and prevent such an event from 
contaminating your drinking water system.

SYSTEM OPERATION

During operation, the system will produce up to 75 gallons of purified RO water per day (3.125 gallons per hour) under the correct water 
temperature and pressure.

> HOT WATER SHOULD NEVER BE USED with the RO system as it can damage the RO membrane and may also contain additional 
   contaminants.  For this reason, only water from the COLD water supply should be used.

> For optimal results, water pressure should be at least 50 psi entering the membrane. 
   If operating pressure is under 50 psi, a reduction in water production and a lower rejection rate may be experienced. 
   If water pressure is approaching 35 psi, consider adding a booster pump to increase performance.

> A ratio of 4:1 waste water to purified RO water is normal. The waste water contains the dissolved solids from the source water and should     
   not be used in your aquarium.

Air Gap

Waste Water 
(BLACK) Output

Waste Water 
(BLACK) Input

Product Water 
(BLUE) Input

Air Gap Faucet

SET UP & MAINTENANCE



5

INSTALL YOUR STORAGE TANK

Decide where you would like to place the pressurized storage tank. This should be located in close proximity to the faucet. 
    This part of the installation will be split into two steps:
 Step 1.  - Locate the BLUE LINE coming from the main RO unit
  - Cut tube and insert TEE union into the newly cut ends 
 
 Step 2.  - Screw the RO tank valve onto the top of the pressurized storage tank.
  - Using a small piece of tubing, connect the RO tank valve to a TEE.
  - Connect the BLUE tubing that goes from the faucet to the same TEE.

4

INSTALL YOUR RO SYSTEM

6 FLUSH YOUR RO SYSTEM

On initial installation or filter changes, the RO/DI system must be flushed for one hour before making final product water. 

1. Ensure that all fittings and hoses are correctly hooked up.
2. Direct the purified RO/DI water from the BLUE line into a sink or drain. 
3. Turn on the household water supply.
4. Allow the system to run for one hour to flush dusty fines from carbon blocks and preservatives from the RO Membrane. 
    This is a good time to check all fittings and connections for leaks.
5. Return the BLUE line to your purified water storage container. Your BRS RO/DI System is now ready for use.

RED Tubing - intake from home water line BLACK Tubing - waste water  BLUE Tubing - output of purified water

1. Attach the water source to the RED line of the RO system using the installed connector/adapter.
    Push connect fittings are connected by firmly pushing one end of the tube into the fitting. Remove tube by holding the round retention ring     
    tightly against the fitting and pull the tube. Visit bulkreefsupply.com/instructions for more detailed information on push connect fittings.

2. Direct the BLUE line from the Omnipure Inline Carbon Block to Mur-lok Tee and then to the Storage Tank and Air Gap Faucet.   

3. Guide the BLACK line from the RO unit to the Waste Water (BLACK) Input of the Air Gap Faucet.

4. Guide the Waste Water (BLACK) line from the Air Gap Faucet to a drain.

1
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3



NEED HELP?  Customer Service Hours: M-F 9am - 5pm CST      
 
 Phone: 763-432-9691        Email: customerservice@bulkreefsupply.com        Live Chat: bulkreefsupply.com 

7 MAINTAIN YOUR RO SYSTEM   Replacement Filter Kit - 4 Stage RO Drinking Water (SKU 200107)

Filter life depends on many different factors including total water production and the quality of the source water. This kit does not include 
a 75 GPD Dow Filmtec Membrane filter as they only need replacement every three years or so, depending on water and set up.

Recommended Replacement Filter Arrangement with Water Flow

Sediment filters should be 
changed when they become 
visually dirty and/or a drop in 
pressure going into the 
membrane is noticed.

Purtrex 5 Micron 
Depth Sediment Filter

MATRIKX CTO 5 Micron & 
CTO PLUS 0.6 Micron Carbon Blocks

Carbon blocks should be 
changed after processing 
6,000 gallons of water 
(waste and product water 
combined). In most cases 
this will be ~1200 gallons 
of purified water. 

Example Set Up: 
100 gallon tank with 
20 gallon changes twice a month 
and 2 gallons evaporation per day  

> Uses 100 gallons of RO/DI water 
   per month. 
This setup would require that the 
carbon blocks are changed every 
12 months.

A pressure drop may indicate a clogged 
sediment filter.

Changing the inexpensive sediment 
filters frequently will help extend the life 
of the more expensive carbon blocks.

> >

Inline carbon blocks are used to post RO 
taste filter for the drinking water system.

Omnipure Inline Carbon Block

Properly maintained sediment filters will also help ensure that the membrane is operating at the proper pressure which will increase 
performance.

If sediment filters are not properly maintained or there are high amounts of sediment in the water supply, carbon blocks may need to 
be changed more frequently to maintain that the proper water pressure into the membrane. If carbon blocks are frequently exhausted 
quickly change sediment filters more often.

This will help extend the life of the more expensive carbon blocks.


